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“What is a Saint?” 
 
I think that it’s very possible to get caught up in talking about different saints of the Church, and in the process, come to forget what 
it really means to be a saint. So, what exactly is a saint? A good question to consider is “does one have to die in order to be a saint?” 
As usual, the answer is yes and no. Let’s take a few minutes to ponder this question somewhat systematically. We have to first consider 
all aspects by which one can be considered a saint in order to provide greater clarity. Let’s begin the answer with the fact that the word 
“saint” comes from the Greek word, “ἅγιος” (hagios) meaning “holy one.” This broader sense of the meaning of “saint” is used very 
often by St. Paul referring to those who are faithful in Christ. He refers to saints as those people who set themselves apart from the 
world and seek God above all things. In some areas, he refers to the saints as those who have been baptized in Christ and are striving 
toward perfection in him. But aside from Mary, did the saints lead perfect lives? No! In fact, a large group of them did horrific things 
before their conversion. They were imperfect people; ordinary human beings who ended up living extraordinary lives. In this way, we 
look to the lives of the saints as faithful witnesses whose lives can inspire us to love God and to strive for the perfection that we were 
created for. We can relate to them because they struggled, and they fell just like we do. It is by their example, that we can be encouraged 
to get back up after a fall just like they did. The saints are amazing examples for us to strive to imitate so that, we too, can cooperate 
with God’s grace in order to rise above sin and live a life of Christ!  
 
So, having briefly addressed the broad sense in which one can be a saint, now we can begin answering the question more directly, 
regarding whether one must have died in order to be a saint. To answer with a no, would be correct in the sense that we do not have 
to wait until death to live a saintly life. In fact, all of the saints have lived holy lives on earth. This is because in order to be declared a 
saint (canonized) in the Catholic Church, one of the main areas for consideration would be that they led a holy life worthy of our 
imitation. So, in reality, they were saints all along! The Church simply confirms their sainthood by the authority given to her by Christ. 
This canonization is essentially a confirmation statement by the Church that this person is in heaven. In other words, it is a declaration 
that this person, all the way to their deathbed, led a life of example, and died in sanctifying grace. This should make it clear why it is 
easier to make a case for the sainthood of a martyr – because we know that they truly loved Christ immediately before being executed. 
Thus, if we answer the question with a “yes” response with regard to whether a person is a saint only when they die, would be to 
simply say that we can then have confirmation that they are truly in heaven because we observed their lives all the way to the end. In 
other words, the Church can confirm that throughout their lives (which may have included an amazing conversion story), that the 
person did not fall back into sin later on in their lives. This is why we can’t claim that a person is truly in heaven without confirming 
that they actually saw it through to the end.  
 
Okay, so now that we have covered what a saint is, why should we pray to them? Well, we have already said that canonization is a 
confirmation that the holy person is in heaven. It can be said, then, that any person in heaven is part of the communion of saints! This 
“communion of saints” is essentially a fellowship or “sharing” in the divine nature of God. To be clear, this does not mean that they 
are God himself, but that they have been given a share of his divine life and consequently, a share in his divine knowledge of the things 
on earth. While some people may view the saints simply as good people who died, the fact of the matter is that they are more alive 
than we are in that we now have a share in God’s life! Therefore, they are able to hear our prayers, and give them to God. Just as we 
ask for prayers from our friends, so too do we as Catholics ask for the prayers from our holiest of friends – the saints. Let us all strive 
to be the “holy ones” of God by participating in his grace which he unceasingly offers to us. And in our journey towards perfection, 
may we ask all the saints in heaven to ora pro nobis! May we also ask the Blessed Virgin Mary, the greatest of all saints, to intercede for 
us. Pray for us, O Holy Mother of the God, that we may be made worthy of the promises of Christ. Amen.  
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